
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of cloud services. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for cloud services

Engineers suitable for this role should be quick learners, adaptive to change
on-the-fly, and technically confident in both private and public forums
Lead in the development of the technical solutions or offerings
Recommend to business and IT leadership appropriate technological
alternatives
Be technically proficient in software engineering and DevOps disciplines,
specifically in developing cloud-ready applications, such as those built on
open standards, network development and monitoring skills, and security
skills
Handle complex long-term projects involving multiple IT disciplines and/or
business units
Leads and coordinates the strategy, governance, roadmap, product selection,
and architecture of private/public/hybrid cloud services including IaaS, PaaS,
and certain SaaS
Assists multi-disciplined engineers on the design, build, deployment and
operationalization of cloud services
Works with solutions architects and application owners on performance,
availability, and security criteria for workload placement
Assists in the selection and negotiation with technology manufacturers and
service providers
Assists to develop and update service costing, show backs, and charge backs
for cloud services
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Programming skill in shell script, java or c
Knowledge or hands-on experience in data areas such as database, non-sql
DB, data warehouse, Hadoop, Stream, Spark
Self-motivated, quick learner, passionate and responsible
5 to 10 years technical experience in an IT technical leadership role with
exposure to Agile/Scrum delivery methodologies
Experienced with keeping both internal and external clients happy by
providing outstanding service with the ability speak with the most technical
and non-technical person in the room
Willing to identify and drive strategically technology decisions to accelerate
customer expansion and reduce service delivery timeline


